COURSE OVERVIEW

NAME OF COURSE: Motor Vehicle Technician’s Certificate (MVT) - Part 1 - 1022/1

COURSE CONTENT:

a) Automotive Technology (Theory)
b) Workshop Technology (Basic Metalwork and Workshop Practice) - (Theory & Practical)
c) Automotive Workshop Practicals (Demonstrations)
d) Automotive Science and Calculations (Theory)
e) Automotive Technical Engineering Drawing (T/D) (Theory)
f) Fitting and Sketching work (Theory & Practical)
g) Industrial on-job Training (Practicals)

STATUS: It is a Mixed Vocational Technical Institute for only Day Scholars.
Full time program: Time of work/study: 8:00am - 4:30pm: Monday - Friday

COURSE DURATION: PART 1 (1022/1) = TWO (2) YEARS

GENERAL ADMISSION REQUIREMENT:
1. ‘O’ LEVEL standard accomplished and passed the following subjects: Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry and English Language.
2. SCHOOL FEES PER TERM: = 600,000/= + Bank Charges
   This school fees once paid will not be refunded in case of dismissal due to misconduct or otherwise, a student failing to turn up for studies on his/her own accord or the wish of the Parent/Guardian.

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS
1. Black books six (6)
2. Photocopying papers 2 reams
3. Blue Khaki Overalls 1 piece
4. Passport size photographs (Black & White) 4 copies [self]
5. Drawing set squares, Ruler and Pair of Compasses
6. A Drawing Board for Automotive Sketching and Technical Drawing

N.B.:
1. Admission Fee & Identity Card Charge $25,000/= + 5,000/= = 30,000=/-
2. Examinations - Terminals and Finals (determined by UNEB-For Both Finals Internal And External).

THE INSTITUTE PROVIDES THE FOLLOWING:-
1. On-Job Training in the Main Workshops and Sister Companies.
2. Tools to use during practical lessons.
3. Lunch.

N.B.: DISCIPLINE: Upon admission, a student is expected to abide by the institute rules and regulations, a copy of which is to be signed by the Student and Parent/Guardian.